Mapping The Interplanetary Superhighway

ABSTRACT
Copernicus’s heliocentric model of the Solar System consists of a series of planets in isolated, near circular orbits around the Sun. This model uses a series of coupled Sun-Planet Two Body Problems. But in the late 19th century, Poincaré discovered dynamical chaos in the Three Body Problem. This suggests that perhaps a better model is to think of the Solar System as a series of coupled Sun-Planet Three Body Problems (the third body could be a moon, asteroid, or spacecraft). In this more complex model, the planets are no longer isolated in their orbits. Instead, the entire Solar System is interconnected by a vast system of low energy trajectories living on tubular structures called invariant manifolds. These manifolds are generated by the unstable orbits in each Three Body System. The manifolds and trajectories that shadow them combine to form what we call the “Interplanetary Superhighway”. This vast transport system is what asteroids, comets, and dust particles use to move throughout the Solar System. In order to take advantage of the low energy orbits which cannot be approximated by conics, we must know where these invariant manifolds are, where they go and how to use them. Every Great Ages of Exploration has always been preceded by a technology development phase. One of the key technologies is a good set of maps. For the human exploration of space, especially in the Earth to Moon region, low energy trajectories are a critical technology which must be developed to provide inexpensive transport of materials and cargo. Elsewhere in the Solar System, robotic missions already depend critically on such trajectories. It’s just that we have not always recognized the planetary flyby trajectories are actually exploiting the invariant manifolds of unstable resonant periodic orbits in the Three Body Problem. In this seminar, we will explore these issues and consider strategies to chart the Interplanetary Superhighway both to support the exploration of space and as a scientific activity in its own right.
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Refreshments will be served at 3:30 p.m.